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Skylights Window Film
Too Much Heat from Your Skylight?
Introducing a *NEW* simple, affordable and effective way to reduce Skylight Heat.
Skylights enhance and beautify your home by bringing in the sun to brighten

normally dark areas with free natural sunlight. Skylights, unlike windows, are exposed to the sun
continuously throughout the day, rarely have blinds, shades or other window treatments and are
rarely shielded by trees, hills or adjacent buildings. This means that aside from too much heat,
light and glare, your skylights can make parts of your home or office very uncomfortable in
addition to increasing the cost of air conditioning.
There is a simple, economical alternative to reduce the unwanted, annoying heat and
glare – Solartint Skylight Window Film. It can make your skylights better.

Solartint Window film can be the ideal solution for skylight heat, glare and light problems. At
Solartintshop we have applied window film to more than a hundred skylights, ranging from small
residential skylights to those enormous skylights you see at malls and over the atriums of
commercial buildings.
Because they are in the roof, are exposed to the sun all day long and constructed of various
materials you need to consider more factors when it comes to skylights. Solartint Window film is
a great solar control method for skylights, but there are restrictions.
Window film can only be applied on glass.
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Window film needs a flat surface
Window film highly recommended to be applied on the interior surface of the glass this is
because exterior films are exposed to the weather as well as constant sunlight they
don’t last as long as interior applied film.
If you have a skylight that’s giving you too much heat, light or glare give Solartintshop a call.
We’re more than happy to provide you with a recommendation on how to get your skylight
under control, so you can enjoy the benefits without the hassle. Call Solartintshop, your skylight
specialists, at 1300 80 8468 or drop us an email. We’d love to give you a hand.
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